Abstract This paper describes the structure of the logistic maturity model (LMM) in detail and shows the possible improvements that can be achieved by using this model in terms of the identification of the most appropriate actions to be taken in order to increase the performance of the logistics processes in industrial companies. The paper also gives an example of the LMM’s application to a famous Italian female fashion firm, which decided to use the model as a guideline for the optimization of its supply chain. Relying on a 5-level maturity staircase, specific achievement indicators as well as key performance indicators and best practices are defined and related to each logistics area/process/sub-process, allowing any user to easily and rapidly understand the more critical logistical issues in terms of process immaturity.
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1. Introduction

There are several examples that show how researchers and industrial managers have focused on the measurement-improvement dualism in aiming to improve business process performances. In the last ten years, some of these efforts passed through the development of maturity models (i.e., frameworks conceived to evaluate the maturity of an organization through the definition of a set of structured levels that describe how well behaviour, practices and processes can reliably and sustainably produce required outcomes).

The idea of a maturity model derives, originally, from software engineering; in 1993, the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) of Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh (USA), planned the first capability maturity model (CMM), developing a standard process in order to assess the level of quality of information technology organizations through the analysis of the performance levels of the software development process [1]. The application of such a methodology of analysis and the optimization of the processes has seen exponential growth all over the world in recent years, with extremely positive results. Because of these results, many authors have focused their own attention on the development of new models of maturity, concentrating on specific sectors: from information technology [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9], to project management [10] [11] [12], to health management [13] [14], to knowledge management [15].
[16] [17] [18] [19] [20], and to supply chain management [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30].

In 2012, Battista et al. presented the idea behind the development of a logistic maturity model (LMM) [31]. The authors have sought to overcome some important limitations that prevented the widespread affirmation of maturity models as a tool of analysis and optimization of logistic business processes, namely:

- A lack of a framework able to incorporate an identification methodology of the qualitative and quantitative relationships among the business performance indicators (KPIs), strategic objectives and improvement actions to be undertaken in the specific area of logistic processes [32];
- Difficulties in using the existing frameworks in industrial processes, because of the low flexibility of the modelling architecture of logistics processes [30];
- Difficulties for practitioners in understanding the criteria behind process modelling and the assessment of a maturity level [33];
- A lack of a holistic framework able to incorporate a global vision of the logistics processes [34].

Subsequently, the LMM has been further developed and validated on a famous Italian female fashion firm, which decided to use the LMM as a guideline for the management and optimization of its logistics supply chain. This paper describes the LMM structure in detail and shows the possible improvements that can be achieved by using this model in terms of the identification of the most appropriate actions to be taken for increasing the performance of logistics processes, as well as the effectiveness of this approach in understanding the more critical process areas in terms of immaturity.

2. The Logistic Maturity Model Structure

The LMM is a specific maturity model in that it focuses on the specific dominion of logistics, namely processes that are useful to plan, manage and check the flow of raw materials, finished goods and their information flows from the place of origin to that of consumption. Unlike general maturity models, it does not include those processes that typically encompass different business functions, such as those of human resources management, project management, knowledge management, etc. At the same time, production, finance, marketing, sales and customer care processes are beyond its scope.

The LMM is based on four pillars:

1. A Modelling Framework – conceived of as a logistics process reference model, to identify the main logistics process areas, assigning to each one a specific multilevel structure of processes and sub-processes;
2. A Maturity Framework – useful to evaluate the maturity score of each logistics area/process/sub-process, through comparison with sets of expected achievements;
3. A Performance Framework – useful to support the quantitative analysis of the performances of each logistics area/process/sub-process, through the choice of the most appropriate set of indicators among several defined;
4. An Improvement System – useful to trace the link between maturity scores, performance indicators and possible best practices for each area/process/sub-process, in order to support process optimization initiatives and, thus, business improvement.

2.1 Modelling Framework

In the LMM, four logistics areas (LAs) are identified, recalling four out of the five “Level 1 management processes” described in the SCOR ® Reference Model [35]: LA1 (plan), LA2 (source), LA3 (store), LA4 (distribute). The reverse logistics processes are not included in this first version of the LMM. Similar to SCOR, in these areas several processes/sub-processes are identified, such as:

- Demand planning (PD);
- Suppliers management (GF);
- Procurement orders management (GO);
- Procurement planning (PA);
- Procurement batch setting (LA);
- Procurement batch timing (TA);
- Inventory management (IM);
- Inventory control (IC);
- Warehousing (WH);
- Material handling (MH);
- Shipment batch setting and timing (TLS);
- Shipment planning (PS);
- Transport management (GT).

Maturity scores are calculated for each logistics area/process/sub-process and specific indicators, and specific best practices are defined for each of these units, as reported in the following sections.

2.2 Maturity Framework

Similar to the cited CMM, the LMM also uses a 5-Level maturity staircase. From the lower to the higher maturity level, there is:

- Level 1: a business need is acknowledged but the related process is not managed;
- Level 2: the process is managed but it is neither formalized nor standardized;
- Level 3: the process is formalized and standardized, but it is neither controlled nor monitored;
- Level 4: the process is controlled and monitored but it is not optimized;
- Level 5: the process is optimized;
Each maturity level is related to a set of achievements (AC). In order to measure a company’s maturity (i.e., to find its maturity profile), the percentage of accomplished achievements (i.e., the maturity score) of each logistics area/process/sub-process at each maturity level is calculated. Clearly, the achievement type is different in each maturity level: for example, a Level 1 maturity indicates that the company’s concern regarding a certain need should push the management to design a procedure to manage a related process. Thus, when assessing the accomplishment of Level 1 achievements, the related enquiries such as “Has the following factor been considered...?/Is the management concerned about...?“ will be made. Similarly, and for instance, when assessing the accomplishment of Level 3 achievements that refer to the formalization and standardization of the processes, enquiries such as “Does a formalized and shared procedure exist for describing the process of...?“ are made. Examples of such enquiries are shown in Table 1 for each maturity level:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mat. level</th>
<th>Example of achievement formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>“Has the following factor been considered...? / Is the management concerned about...?“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>“Is it possible to manage...? / Is it possible to estimate the value of...?“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>“Does a formalized and shared procedure exist for describing the process of...?“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>“Is it possible to measure and control the process of...?“</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>“Has any action been successfully taken to optimize the process of...?“</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Achievement types for each maturity level

Every AC is characterized by different indicators, which are used to monitor the process performance after reaching the goal and are described in the paragraph dedicated to the performance framework.

2.3 Performance Framework

The indicator type is different in each maturity level. Since the processes have not yet been managed, no indicators are defined at Level 1. Then, with regard to the next maturity levels:

- At Level 2, Performance Indicators (IPs) are defined: these indicators aim mainly at measuring the company’s ability to retrieve data and information on its processes;
- At Level 3 and Level 4, Achievement Indicators (AIs) are defined: these indicators aim mainly at measuring the percentage of the processes that are formalized or controlled, along with the process monitoring effectiveness;
- At Level 5, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are defined. These are basically cost indicators or else aim at measuring some critical or strategic aspects of logistics processes (e.g., service levels, inventory levels, etc.).

This complex set of indicators helps the company transform strategic indications into operative action plans, because it becomes easier to identify which indicators are linked with each maturity level in each logistics area/process/sub-process, and thus to choose the most appropriate one on which to focus. As is later shown in the paragraph dedicated to the improvement system, the indicators – as well as the maturity levels and the logistics areas/processes/sub-processes – are also linked to a set of best practices, which gives the company’s management some suggestions on how to increase the indicators.

However, since these indicators are quite complex, among the KPIs several relationships are present. In addition, it is clear that improving the process to obtain a result on a chosen KPI may easily influence other indicators that can be mathematically linked or simply correlated. These connections create a form of KPI network that should be taken into consideration when choosing the indicator on which to focus. In the LMM, three levels of connection are defined among the KPIs:

- **Very strong direct/inverse bond** – two indicators, e.g., KPI_n and KPI_m, are precisely related through a mathematical formula, such as \( KPI_n = f(KPI_m) \). Thus, an increase/decrease of KPI_m directly influences KPI_n. For example, the working capital (KPI 2) also depends, among other factors, upon the stockholding cost (KPI 51);
- **Strong direct/inverse bond** – two indicators are secondarily connected through a mathematical formula. This means that if KPI_n = \( f(x) \) and KPI_m = \( g(y) \), then a variable \( \Omega \) such that \( \Omega \in f(x) \) and \( \Omega \in g(y) \) exists. The variation of \( \Omega \) influences both KPI_n and KPI_m. For example, the warehouse space utilization (KPI 23) and the stockholding cost (KPI 51) both increase when the inventory level (\( \Omega \)) increases;
- **Weak direct/inverse bond** – the two indicators are independent, e.g., KPI_n = \( f(x) \) and KPI_m = \( g(y) \), but a modification in KPI_n may influence KPI_m under specific conditions: for example, the percentage of expediting orders (KPI15) and the percentage of suppliers on-time deliveries (KPI15) are clearly strongly correlated despite there not being any precise mathematical relationship between them.

This network can be seen as a weighted graph: each KPI represents a node and the connections represent the edges. The edges can be weighted according to the three levels described, taking into account the relationship type (direct/indirect) with the other nodes. For each node, it is therefore possible to calculate its degree, which describes whether the KPI is more or less positively connected with the other KPIs. Thus, by reading the values in the KPI network, the management can choose to focus on those areas that are more strongly connected.
indicators with a higher degree (i.e., where an improvement would return a positive effect on most of the other indicators, thereby deeply influencing the maturity of the whole logistics system).

2.4 Improvement System

Once the logistics processes have been mapped onto the LMM modelling framework, once the maturity score has been calculated for each area/process/sub-process, and the most strategic KPIs have been identified, the company can start defining the improvement roadmap.

At first, through a double top-down (from the KPI down to the unaccomplished achievements) and bottom-up (from those achievements that can be more easily reached up to the KPI on which it is possible to act), and also exploiting the KPI network, a company can identify what to focus upon. The complex structure of relationships among the many elements in the LMM includes, for maturity Level 5, a set of best practices (BPs). Each BP is linked both to the various areas/processes/sub-processes and to the PI/AI/KPI set. Thus, the company’s management can easily identify those BPs that can more effectively help to increase the value of the chosen KPI in the selected process; or, conversely, given a BP it is simple to identify whether it would produce the desired effect on the indicator network.

The following example clearly shows the differences among PI/AI/KPI and BP, along with the structure of the LMM: Logistic Area A2 (warehousing) includes process P2.3 (storage). On top of the basic Level 1 achievements (e.g., is the management concerned about how to appropriately manage storage locations?), the P2.3 Maturity Grid includes eight achievements at Level 2, for example AC2.6: Is there a capability for managing storage locations in the warehouse?; this specific achievement is linked to one or more specific PIs, among which, e.g., PI6: percentage of items whose location is defined, and to one or more Level 2 BPs, among which, e.g., WH_BP6: assign a storage slot to each item. On the following Level 3, the P2.3 Maturity Grid includes four achievements, e.g., AC3.2 Does a formalized and shared procedure which describes the process of managing storage locations exist?; this specific achievement is linked to one or more specific achievement indicators (AIs), among which, e.g., AI1: percentage of items to which a formalized and shared procedure to choose and identify the storage location is applied and to one or more Level 3 BPs, among which, e.g., WH_BP12: define a procedure to assign a storage location to each new item. Then, P2.3 Maturity Grid includes four achievements at Level 4, e.g., AC4.3: Is it possible to control and retrieve the location of an item inside the warehouse? This specific achievement is linked to one or more specific AIs, among which, e.g., AI11: time to retrieve the exact location of an item inside the warehouse, and to one or more Level 4 BPs, among which, e.g., WH_BP17: use a warehouse management system to manage the assignment of storage locations to items. Lastly, P2.3 at Level 5 includes four more achievements, e.g., AC5.1: Has any action been successfully taken to reduce the storage space inside the warehouse? This specific achievement is linked to one or more specific KPIs, among which, e.g., KPI23 warehouse space utilization, and to one or more Level 5 BPs, among which, e.g., WH_BP21, which describes how to reduce the storage space by using an effective fixed-slot location policy [36,37,38,39].

To summarize, the LMM introduces a total of 250 Achievements in four logistics areas, forty-six PIs, twenty-seven AIs, fifty-three KPIs and 250 BPs. This complex structure allows a company to easily:

- Define the most appropriate QIs that can lead to an improvement roadmap; on top of this, by drilling down to the AI and PI and finding the associated BP, the management can identify where to primarily act and which quick-wins can help increase the value of strategic KPIs;
- Evaluate its overall maturity profile and its maturity score on a specific process/sub-process; by verifying which achievement has or has not yet been accomplished, a company can quantitatively measure its proficiency in managing each logistics process and identify its weaknesses or possible improvements;
- Evaluate the opportunity for adopting specific practices: the effectiveness of a pre-chosen improvement approach, possibly suggested by an external consultant, can be evaluated before its implementation by checking whether it will influence the KPIs of interest, and also by analysing the collateral effect it may have on other indicators in other logistics areas.

3. LMM application to a fashion company

In this section, the application of the LMM to a fashion company is presented. The fashion industry is progressively drawing the attention of researchers, due to its increasing importance in the worldwide economy and the peculiarities of its operations practices. For example, recent studies have focused on fashion firms analysing brand value [40], organizational innovation [41,42,43], production efficiency increase [44,45], improvements in logistics processes [46,47], and forecasting techniques [48,49].

As to the LMM’s application, for practical reasons, only a small part of the tables and figures which result from the LMM’s application is shown. The LMM consists of hundreds of indexes and references, and the tables and figures presented in this section are shown with the aim of providing an example of its structure and showing its effectiveness for an industrial application.

The LMM was validated in the case of BLS (the name is
A €60+ million turnover medium-large-sized Italian fashion company, BLS operates in the women’s textiles, apparel and clothing sectors, and distributes its products in 200+ shops all over Italy as well as some shops abroad.

Six months before the beginning of the season (two seasons are identified: autumn/ winter and spring/ summer), the BLS style department prepares the new collection, choosing which items are included for each subcategory of products. In each collection, approximately 2,500 items are assigned to seventy subcategories which, in turn, are aggregated into nine categories. Forecasts are based on historical sales data: at first, aggregated forecasts are calculated at the category and subcategory levels and, subsequently, supply quantities are defined for each item. Purchasing operations occur every six months. BLS’s suppliers are mainly located in Eastern countries (China, India and Turkey); thus, long lead times are necessary. Distribution is operated from a single distribution centre. Material handling and shipments are outsourced. Shops are managed with consignment stock and a look-back replenishment logic, but replenishment quantities and assortment may change during each single period according to the gap present in the shop’s turnover’s target.

Recently, BLS experienced a net growth both in terms of turnover and in terms of geographical expansion; the number of shops has almost doubled over the last five years and as such material flows have increased. This has caused difficulties in logistics management, which reflected on some shelf-out-of-stock phenomena in the shops. As a consequence, BLS started an assessment project aiming at measuring the maturity level of its logistics processes and, thus, identifying the best opportunities for improvement.

Specifically, the LMM’s application was organized in three steps:
1. Maturity assessment;
2. Weak point identification;
3. Improvement of the roadmap definition.

### 3.1 Maturity Assessment

At first, business processes needed to be classified and mapped onto the LMM’s logistics areas, in order to identify the key roles to involve in the assessment. For this purpose, a preliminary brainstorming was performed with the BLS management, aiming at:

a. Identifying those outsourced processes from the maturity assessment scope;
b. Identifying those (partially) outsourced processes [50] within the assessment scope, where the involvement of the logistics provider was required;
c. Identifying the people to interview (in order to analyse the specific achievement enquiries, their knowledge of the company’s processes, on top of some basic competencies in logistics).

The LMM assessment project was presented to the company’s management and personnel during a 2-hour kick-off meeting. Afterwards, 10 people were involved in the interviews; in some cases, two people were interviewed at the same time. Each interview lasted approximately 1 hour and, on average, included 60 questions. The entire project lasted less than two weeks. For instance, Table 2 shows the enquiries for the assessment of the sub-process 2.1.3 “Procurement batch timing”. The questions are divided into each of the five maturity levels and organized in a Maturity Grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-process P1.3.2 - Procurement batch timing</th>
<th>Mat. Level</th>
<th>Sub-process Achievem.</th>
<th>Achievement description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC3.1 HAPPENED</td>
<td>P1.3.2 AC1.1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Is the management concerned about the possible need for the proper planning of supply orders?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC2.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is it possible to estimate the value (at least a provisional value) of the order delivery time for each supplier?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is it possible to estimate the value (at least a provisional value) of the on-time delivery percentage (or service level) for each supplier?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC2.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is it possible to estimate the value (at least a provisional value) of the transportation costs for each order/supplier?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC2.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is it possible to plan a schedule (at least a provisional value) of the expected deliveries of each order in each node of the logistics network?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC2.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is it possible to estimate the value (at least a provisional value) of the stockholding costs for each stored item?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC2.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is it possible to estimate the value (at least a provisional value) of the average inventory level for each stored item?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC3.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Does a formalized and shared procedure that describes the process of evaluating the order delivery time for each supplier exist?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC3.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Does a formalized and shared procedure which describes the process of evaluating the on-time delivery percentage (or service level) for each supplier exist?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC3.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Does a formalized and shared procedure which describes the process of evaluating the transportation costs for each order/supplier exist?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC3.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Does a formalized and shared procedure which describes the process of generating a schedule for deliveries in each node of the logistics network exist?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Does a formalized and shared procedure which describes the process of evaluating the stockholding costs for each stored item?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Sub-process P1.3.2 - Procurement batch timing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mat. Level</th>
<th>Sub-process</th>
<th>Achievement description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC3.6</td>
<td>Does a formalized and shared procedure which describes the process of evaluating the average inventory level for each stored item exist?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC4.1</td>
<td>Is it possible to measure and control, in a constant and appropriate way, the delivery time of each order (e.g., tracking the order)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC4.2</td>
<td>Is it possible to measure and control, in a constant and appropriate way, the timeliness of all the suppliers’ deliveries?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC4.3</td>
<td>Is it possible to measure and control, in a constant and appropriate way, the transportation costs for each order/supplier?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC4.4</td>
<td>Is it possible to measure and control, in a constant and appropriate way, the stockholding costs for each item stored (this implies the possibility of measuring and controlling the inventory levels)?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC5.1</td>
<td>Has any action been taken to successfully increase the precision in evaluating the delivery times of the orders and the timeliness of each supplier, or to increase the precision of the tracking/tracing process for the deliveries?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC5.2</td>
<td>Has any action been taken to successfully increase the precision and/or the detail level of the deliveries’ schedule in each node of the logistics network, or to optimize the schedule generation process?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC5.3</td>
<td>Has any action been taken to successfully reduce the transportation costs?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1.3.2 AC5.4</td>
<td>Has any action been taken to successfully reduce the stockholding costs or the inventory levels, or to communicate with the most critical suppliers, in order to achieve an optimization of the order timings?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Example of a maturity grid for sub-process P1.2.3**

3.2 Weak point identification

The assessment returned the BLS maturity profile (i.e., the maturity score of the various logistics areas/processes/sub-processes of the company) was presented at different aggregation levels. For instance, the maturity profile considering the whole BLS logistic system is shown in Figure 1. It is possible to see that 100% of Level 1 achievements, 78% of Level 2 achievements and 15% of Level 4 achievements were reached. It is important to point out that the maturity profile should not be intended as a compliance/conformance audit: in such reviews, it is typically not possible to reach a high performance level while some requirements at lower levels are missing. On the contrary, the maturity profile is useful in leading the company towards those improvement initiatives that the management is really concerned about: while one company may worry mostly about standardization and formalization issues – possibly due to the need to comply with regulatory issues – another company may disregard Level 3 achievements and concentrate on those business optimization issues addressed by Level 5 achievements. Clearly, it would be desirable to reach high maturity scores in all the levels.

![Figure 1. Maturity score of the BLS logistics system](image1)

In order to investigate which logistics areas/processes/sub-processes are dragging the maturity profile down, it is necessary to increase the level of detail: Figure 2 shows the detail of the maturity score reached in each logistics area.

![Figure 2. Detail of the maturity score for each logistics area](image2)
By analysing the graphs, it is clear that the four logistic areas in the BLS exhibited a roughly equivalent maturity profile. No achievement was reached in Level 3, which means that the BLS completely lacked a business process management approach, and that a formalization of procedures, activities, roles and responsibilities was absent. LA0 (planning) recorded the lowest maturity score in Level 2 (the BLS management also confirmed that the forecasting process was known to represent a major criticality and should, therefore, be improved). It is possible to further drill down in the analysis and investigate the maturity score in each area and in each process inside each area (Figure 3 shows an example for the processes/sub-processes in LA1).

**Figure 3. Maturity score of the processes/sub-processes in LA1**

In the logistics area LA1 (sourcing), the P1.2 process (procurement orders management) reached the lowest maturity score, while P1.1 (suppliers management) reached every Level 2 achievement and some process control/monitoring practices seemed to be implemented at Level 4. With these results, it was easy for BLS to understand which areas/processes/sub-processes needed to be improved first, and this helped to define the evolution strategies in the short- and medium-terms.

Furthermore, by analysing the BLS maturity profile, it is possible to conclude that:
- Business needs were acknowledged in each logistics area (100% in Level 1);
- The greatest part of the logistics processes were managed (78% in Level 1), but none were formalized or standardized (0% in Level 3); this also means that, despite day-by-day activities having been regularly carried out, neither the responsibilities nor process boundaries and interfaces were clearly defined;
- Some performance indicators were implemented and some processes were controlled (different percentages of Level 4 achievements were reached in some processes); thus, it was possible to monitor the efficiency of some activities and procedures.

Going deeper into the analysis of the single achievements, it is possible to find that – with reference to the logistics processes – the BLS failed to grant the customer with a constant level of quality; it reacted slowly to market needs or changes; hardly succeeded in managing and optimizing its performance processes; barely managed to implement the best practices and, as a consequence, could not replicate its successful initiatives. The company’s management confirmed these results, and felt the urgent need to go through an improvement roadmap.

### 3.3 Improvement roadmap definition

By analysing the LMM outcomes, the BLS top management could define two priority strategies (A, B) for the short- and medium-terms respectively. For the short-term:

A. Planning and procurement processes should be managed, formalized and standardized;
B. The forecasting process should be controlled and optimized.

A “business improvement team” (BI-Team), which started tracing these strategic indications in the LMM, was formed in BLS. As a result, the A and B strategies were straightforwardly translated into:

A. The P0.1 (demand planning), P1.2 (procurement orders management) and P1.3 (procurement planning) maturity scores were to increase to reach 100% of the Level 3 achievements;
B. The P0.1 (demand planning) forecasting sub-processes’ maturity score was to increase in Level 4 and Level 5.

Drilling down the maturity grids, it was easy to identify which achievements were missing in each of the aforementioned processes at each desired maturity level. As each achievement was linked to AIs, PIs, KPIs and BPs, the strategic indications could be translated into some appropriate actions that could guide improvement initiatives. Here, the example of the drill-down process which led from the two priority strategies mentioned (A and B) to an operative plan is shown.

A. In order to increase P0.1, P1.2 and P1.3’s maturity scores to complete Level 3:

- P0.1: five out of eleven achievements in the BLS related to the first three maturity levels were reached. The BI-Team decided to pursue five out of the six missing achievements (P0.1/AC2.5, P0.1/AC2.6, P0.1/AC3.1, P0.1/AC3.2, P0.1/AC3.3). These five achievements are related to three PIs at Level 2 (PI18, PI24, PI40) and four AIs at Level 3 (AI1, AI2, AI3, AI26);
- P1.2: Three out of eight achievements in BLS related to the first three maturity levels had been reached. The BI-Team decided to pursue three out of the five missing achievements (P1.2/AC2.2, P1.2/AC3.1, P1.2/AC3.3). These three achievements are related to one PI at Level 2 (PI4) and 3 AIs at Level 3 (AI2, AI3, AI3, AI19);
P1.3: Four out of eleven achievements in BLS related to the first three maturity levels in sub-process 1.3.1 and six out of thirteen achievements related to the first three maturity levels in sub-process 1.3.2 had been reached. The BI-Team decided to pursue four out of its seven missing achievements in sub-process 1.3.1 (P1.3.1/AC2.3, P1.3.1/AC3.3, P1.3.1/AC3.4, P1.3.1/AC3.5) and four out of the seven missing achievements in sub-process 1.3.2 (P1.3.2/AC2.5, P1.3.2/AC3.4, P1.3.2/AC3.5, P1.3.2/AC3.6). These achievements are related to one PI at Level 2 (PI22) and three AIs at Level 3 (AI1, AI2, AI3, AI19);

The BI-Team decided to focus primarily on indicators AI2 (percentage of process in which a responsible person is clearly identified) and AI3 (percentage of personnel who share the process procedure and can easily access the related documentation). This is because these indicators were shared by all of the aforementioned processes. It is clear that these types of AIs are related to maturity Level 3, mainly referring to process formalization. Thus, the BLS started a business process modelling project, aiming to map all of its processes with BPMN2.0 notation [51], and to include the adoption of RACI matrices [52] to define responsibilities.

B. In order to increase the P0.1 maturity score in Level 4 and Level 5: one out of eight achievements in the BLS related to maturity Level 4 and Level 5 in P0.1 had been reached. The BI-Team decided to pursue two out of the seven missing achievements, namely those related to the forecasting sub-process (P0.1/AC5.1 and P0.1/AC5.2). Since maturity Level 5 is included in the analysis, these achievements are therefore related to key performance indicators and, specifically, these two are related to eight KPIs. The BI-Team decided to focus primarily on one of these, namely KPI36 (mean percentage error in forecasting volume of sales). This KPI is, in turn, linked to BP PD_BP17, which explains how to develop an optimized forecasting method on the basis of the variability and the entity of sales. Thus, the BLS started a project aiming to refine their sale forecasting procedure [48] which, in turn, included a series of improvements in data gathering and processing methods, for which a software vendor was involved.

Despite the improvement initiatives not yet having been completed, it was already possible to calculate the new maturity profile. This is because the maturity profile is not intended to measure the efficiency or the effectiveness of the improvement projects, but rather the ability to manage processes, to formally define them, to manage result metrics, and to devise optimization initiatives. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the improvements, in terms of the maturity profile of LA0 and LA1, respectively, originating from the implementation of the initiatives mentioned. In LA0, where forecasting sub-processes were refined in order to reach P0.1/AC5.1 and P0.1/AC5.2, the maturity score in Level 5 increased from 0% to 50%. Meanwhile, the maturity score in Level 3 increased both in LA0 and LA1: at the same time, with the aim of reaching AI1, the BI-Team managed to accomplish other achievements in Level 2 and Level 3. As a result, the maturity score increased to 100% and 90% in Level 2 and to 75% and 50% in Level 3, in LA0 and LA1 respectively. Clearly, and as a consequence, other minor improvements also arose in the maturity scores of other areas.

Maturity Score LA 0 AS-IS vs TO-BE

Figure 4. Maturity score LA0, AS-IS vs. TO-BE comparison

Maturity Score LA 1 AS-IS vs TO-BE

Figure 5. Maturity score LA1, AS-IS vs. TO-BE comparison

In order to present only one concise synthetic indicator of the maturity score of the BLS to its top management, it was decided to calculate the overall percentage of accomplished achievements, regardless of their level. Figure 6 shows this synthetic indicator, highlighting the overall maturity score increase due to the improvement initiatives mentioned.
The entire personnel of the BLS, from the top management to the most operative resources, shared the LMM results and acknowledged the AS-IS maturity profile. The BLS management valued the application of the LMM as a useful tool that could easily help the company define a focused improvement roadmap and could support the progress of the business, starting from the most critical weak points.

4. Conclusions

This article shows the structure of the Logistic Maturity Model (LMM) along with an example of its implementation in a fashion firm. Four logistics areas are considered in the LMM: planning, procurement, storage and distribution; five maturity levels are defined. On top of a reference model of logistics processes, a maturity measurement system, a performance measurement system and a continuous improvement framework, a complex structure of 250 achievements, 46 performance indicators, 27 achievement indicators, 53 key performance indicators and 25 best practices allow a company to:

- Evaluate its maturity level in each logistics area/process/sub-process;
- Identify the most appropriate actions to increase specific performance indicators;
- Evaluate the opportunity to implement specific improvement actions;
- Understand the relationships between different indicators in different logistics processes, providing the management with a network of KPIs and best practices that allow a bird’s-eye view of the performance of the logistics system as a whole.

The paper reports the outcome of the adoption of the LMM in a €60+ million turnover, medium-large-sized Italian fashion company, operating in the women’s textiles apparel and clothing sectors. The company distributes approximately 2,500 products in consignment stock in more than 200 shops all over Italy, and some shops abroad, managing a supply chain that starts in China, Turkey and India.

Through the application of the LMM, the company’s management was able to measure the maturity profile in less than two weeks, identify the weak points in the logistics processes and define a precise improvement roadmap. The LMM helped to transform the top management’s strategic indications in operative actions, showing which best practices should be adopted to effectively increase the KPIs on which to focus. Two specific projects were launched and again, before their conclusion, it was possible to calculate the to-be maturity profile, which represents the starting point for new improvement initiatives. In this way, the LMM proved to represent a useful tool to support constant improvements in the logistics department and, therefore, proved to be able to fill the gap which had emerged up until now in the literature about the several maturity models developed in the supply chain management context.

At the same time, some useful indications on how to improve and update the LMM came from this application. Specifically, the extension of the modelling framework, including the reverse logistic, is considered to be a priority to be addressed in the immediate future. On top of this, the development of a benchmark system for logistics processes performances, which could provide some useful reference values for companies in different sectors, represents an interesting research opportunity. Finally, other research speculations might focus on potential applications of the LMM KPI network. Such extensions will allow companies to be supported in a more precise evaluation of their competitive position and to quickly and effectively find the optimal tuning for their logistics strategy.
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